The Externalization of the Hierarchy:
How the Illuminati are Implementing
Satan’s Plan for the End-Time
by Jeremy James

If the prophetic End-Time scenario set out in the Book of Revelation is unavoidable
(and it is), then we should expect to see certain unmistakable signs that the world is
advancing in that direction. Indeed, we should be able to infer specific elements of
Satan’s Plan, as they relate to the End-Time, from the events described in the Book of
Revelation.
It is a sad fact that very few Christians today are taking seriously the profile of Satan
that is presented for our benefit in the Word of God. If they did they would realize
that Satan must have a plan – a very detailed and highly sophisticated plan – if he is to
have any chance of achieving his vaunting ambitions. He wants to control the world
openly, not just covertly as he does at present, and to be worshipped in place of God
by all humanity (See Isaiah 14:12-14). To do this he must undermine and destroy true
Biblical Christianity. He must also destroy the Jewish people in their entirety. This is
because Jesus stated that he will return only when the Jews, as a nation, call upon him
in a spirit of true supplication and repentance – “For I say unto you, Ye shall not see
me henceforth, till ye shall say, Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord.”
(Matthew 23:39).
We know from the Book of Revelation that Satan’s Plan must address the three main
areas of human endeavor – religious, economic, and political. We will focus mainly
on the religious aspect since it is the one that is least understood. A strategy aimed at
world domination very clearly requires an integrated system of global government
and a centrally controlled economic regime. However, the essential features of an allinclusive system of religion – not to mention the steps that are needed to bring it about
– are harder to envisage.
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A former Satanist disclosed some remarkable information about the religious aspect
of the Plan in a short work published in 1982. However, before we examine that
information, we must first consider a tumultuous phase in world history that
undoubtedly had a major bearing on the Plan and, in particular, on the way it is now
being implemented.

1. The Thirty Years War
The Thirty Years War, 1618-1648, was the longest continuous war in history and
ravaged most of Europe. The death toll was horrific. Counting battles and skirmishes,
the destruction of entire cities, barbarous attacks on towns and villages across central
Europe, and the devastation caused by famine and disease, historians estimate that the
total death toll was of the order of seven million. Some believe it may have been
higher. A similar war today, with a corresponding impact on world population, would
likely cause the death of around 75 million people.
The Thirty Years War was a brutal attempt by the Roman Catholic Church to destroy
Bible-based Christianity. Millions of Protestants were wiped out in a savage program
of annihilation. While a number of political and economic factors played a role in the
war, it was essentially a protracted religious conflict conceived and spearheaded by
the Jesuits, the Roman Catholic militia, in order to uproot and destroy the fruit of the
Reformation.
The War focused mainly on the territory that we know today as Germany. An attempt
to destroy the work of the Reformation had already been made in France in the period
1562-1598, when the Catholic Church prosecuted a number of wars in her fanatical
drive to annihilate the French Protestants (also known as Huguenots). It is estimated
that these conflicts, known to historians as the French Wars of Religion, caused the
death of around four million people – another staggering figure. Again the Jesuits
played a major role in planning and financing this terrible campaign of mayhem and
slaughter.

The St Bartholomew’s Day Massacre
Historical records and reports are continually being suppressed to this day in order to
hide the role played by the Papacy in these awful events. The Catholic Church wants
to conceal her terrible past and to portray the Jesuit backlash or Counter-Reformation
as a “misunderstanding”. Her campaign of disinformation is ongoing. For example, in
the Wikipedia article on the ‘French Wars of Religion’, the section dealing with the St
Bartholomew’s Day Massacre – which commenced on August 24th, 1572 – is a
shameful distortion of what actually happened.
According to Wikipedia, the Huguenot leaders were attending a royal wedding in
Paris during a cessation in hostilities when a maverick assassin sparked an incident
that spun out of control. Before long, several thousand Huguenots had been murdered.
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Wikipedia deliberately obscures the fact that the massacre had been authorized by the
Pope and was planned well in advance. The Huguenot leaders had been lured into a
trap. The slaughter spread beyond Paris and into the provinces. Within days about
70,000 Huguenots had been murdered (Some historians give a lower figure). The
Pope, Gregory XIII, ordered that a Te Deum be sung to mark this bloody event and
that a special medal be struck in celebration. It depicted his own profile on one side
and an image of the victims on the other, with the words Ugonottorum strages –
“Huguenots slaughtered” – and the year, 1572.

Papal medal celebrating the slaughter of the Huguenots, 1572

Rome’s Unchanging Goal of World Domination
In the years leading up to the Reformation, Rome was on the threshold of securing
complete political, economic and religious domination of the world. She controlled
virtually all of Europe and, through a series of bloody conquests by Spain and
Portugal, was on the verge of establishing complete control over north and south
America and large parts of Africa. Her only serious rivals on the world stage were the
Ottoman empire (Islam), India and China. By forging an alliance with the Russian
Orthodox Church, she could reasonably have expected in due course to encircle and
subdue the Ottomans before advancing into China. In short, if it had not been for the
Reformation – which split Europe into rival political zones – Rome would likely have
established complete global dominance by 1800 or thereabouts.
Conventional history books never deal with this question. They largely ignore the
global ambitions of the Papacy and the power structures that underpin it. The families
behind the Papacy and the Roman political system are the leaders of the “fourth world
empire” described in the Book of Daniel (chapters 2 and 7). This empire began
around 27 B.C. and has continued without interruption to the present day, albeit with
vacillating fortunes over the centuries. Of course, the Papacy did not exist at that time,
but the pagan office of Pontifex Maximus did. Meaning ‘the Great Bridge’ between
man and God, it was the official priestly title in ancient Rome for the supreme head of
all pagan religions. Incredibly it was later adopted by the Popes as their supreme title.
The word ‘Pontiff’, meaning Pope, is just an Italian form of ‘Pontifex’. It is
significant that, to this day, the Popes still cherish this sinister pagan title.
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Satan moved his earthly headquarters to Pergamum in western Turkey sometime after
the fall of Babylon, his original choice, in 538 B.C. Christ confirmed this in 95 A.D.
when, addressing the church at Pergamos [Pergamum], he stated: “I know thy works,
and where thou dwellest, even where Satan's seat is...where Satan dwelleth.”
(Revelation 2:13). Many respected Bible scholars believe that it was later transferred
to Rome and has been based there ever since.
Today three city states – the Vatican, the City of London (an autonomous region in
the heart of metropolitan London), and Washington D.C., co-ordinate and oversee the
religious, financial and military aspects, respectively, of Satan’s ambitious plan. New
York also plays a major role through the financial might of Wall Street and the global
influence of the UN.

Goddesses Hecate and Artemis on the Pergamum Altar frieze.

The Reformation set back Satan's Plan by several centuries
The Reformation was a major setback for Satan and his earthly servants. A plan that
seemed to be coming to fruition was suddenly dealt a severe blow. While we rightly
give credit for this to Luther, Erasmus, Tyndale, Huss and others, a crucial enabling
factor was the invention of the printing press. The Roman Catholic Church had failed
to recognize that this major technological innovation could spread the message of
Protestantism across Europe at an unstoppable pace.
For example, when a Parisian printer heard that Rome might try to suppress In Praise
of Folly by Erasmus, which satirised Papal hypocrisy, he quickly ran off an edition of
24,000 copies for distribution across Europe. Between 1511 and 1536, this influential
book went through 39 editions and did immense damage to the authority of Rome and
the perceived legitimacy of her ambitions. By 1530, over 300,000 copies of his Greek
New Testament had been sold, a staggering figure for Europe at that time. The
Reformation was putting the very word of God into the hands of the people and
revealing for all to see the extent to which the Roman Church had perverted holy
scripture for her own nefarious purposes.
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Satan’s New York Altar
Iron-ore altar in the
Meditation Room of the
UN Headquarters in New
York. It is believed to weigh
exactly 13,000 pounds.
The LORD God of the Bible
specified that no iron tool
could touch His altar.
The UN altar was designed
to blaspheme the LORD
since it consists entirely
of magnetite, a form of
crystallized iron.

“And there shalt thou build an altar
unto the LORD thy God, an altar
of stones: thou shalt not lift up any
iron tool upon them.”
– Deuteronomy 27:5

Technological innovation must be controlled
The Reformation would never have been possible without the printing press. So much
information was distributed so quickly that Rome simply didn’t have time to suppress
it all. She paid dearly for her failure.
A similar mistake could never be allowed to happen again. This is why technology
today is so tightly controlled. The world patenting system, which supposedly protects
the innovator or inventor, is primarily a means of controlling the application of new
technology. If a technological innovation looks like it might at any future time impede
the plans of the Elite and their partners, its patent is bought up. They can afford to pay
whatever the inventor might ask. And if he or she refuses to sell they can always use
‘national security’ or a similar expedient to enforce compliance.
The technological horizon in 1880 was around five years or so. This meant that an
invention or technological improvement would generally reach the market in under
five years. Today the horizon in many high-tech sectors is believed to be 25 years or
more. Discoveries are being made that will not enter the public arena for several
decades. Take Moore’s Law for example, which was proposed in 1965. This stated
that the power of computer processors would double every 18 months or so. It would
have been foolhardy to make such a prediction unless the technological processes
needed to facilitate such a remarkable rate of improvement were already well
understood.
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Gutenberg’s Printing Press,
the invention that helped to
delay the Externalization of
the Hierarchy by several
hundred years.

In an interview given in 2012, former world chess champion Gary Kasparov stated
that “contrary to the impression that we live in an age of unprecedented technological
development, the last 30 years were probably the worst in several centuries, from the
standpoint of advances in technology.” He alleged that this was due mainly to
commercial risk factors but, as a Bilderberg attendee, he would not have been keen to
reveal the real reason, namely that the rate at which technological innovation is being
implemented is deliberately suppressed.
Much of this technology is owned by the US military and a number of major
international corporations. Theoretically the implementation of most of the scientific,
industrial and commercial innovations over the next thirty years could be decided
today at a few corporate planning meetings between these various groups. Indeed,
given the importance of technology in determining the timing and shape of the
coming New World Order, there can be little doubt that such meetings are already
taking place and have been for decades.

The Peace of Westphalia
The Thirty Years War was finally brought to an end in 1648 by a series of treaties
known as the Peace of Westphalia. This changed the political landscape of Europe
(and thus the world) by reintroducing the Biblical concept of independent sovereign
states. Each country would thereafter be conceived as an autonomous political entity,
with the right to govern its own internal affairs and to formulate its foreign policy
without outside interference. This conflicted sharply with the longstanding goal of
establishing a New World Order controlled by Rome
Rome hates the system of sovereign states that emerged with the Peace of Westphalia.
In a recent paper by the Vatican’s Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace entitled,
Towards Reforming the International Financial and Monetary Systems in the Context
of Global Public Authority (2011), the church of Rome called for the creation of a
centralized global system of governance and the abolition of the existing
‘Westphalian’ system:
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“So conditions exist for definitively going beyond a ‘Westphalian’
international order in which the States feel the need for cooperation but
do not seize the opportunity to integrate their respective sovereignties
for the common good of peoples. It is the task of today’s generation to
recognize and consciously to accept these new world dynamics for the
achievement of a universal common good.”

Europe in 1648, at the end of the Thirty Years War

In fact the four major power blocs in the world today – Romanism, Masonry,
Marxism, and Islam – each want to create a New World Order by absorbing the
political, economic, and military independence of sovereign states into a single global
entity. Clearly, by setting up several international power brokers with the same global
ambition, the Master of Darkness is determined to engineer exactly the outcome he
wants.

The Peace of Westphalia in 1648 marked a major turning point in world history since
it forced Satan to come up with a plan to regain the ground he had lost since 1500
and, having done so, to move rapidly toward the creation of a New World Order. This
is where we revert to the remarkable information disclosed by the former Satanist
whom we mentioned at the start of this paper.
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2. An Ancient Plan in a Modern Form
According to A Trip into the Supernatural (1982) by Roger Morneau, a former
candidate for initiation into high-level Satanism, the leaders of the fallen angels held a
special convention around 1700 to devise a plan to enslave mankind. Even if one
doubts whether a meeting of this kind actually took place, it is significant that high
ranking members of the occult believe that it did and, in particular, that the strategy
enunciated by Satan at that convention was actually carried out. Indeed, history itself
confirms that the three principal elements of his strategy were highly successful.
According to Morneau, the three elements were as follows:
1. To convince humanity that angels and demons do not exist.
One has only to read the writings of leading Puritans to realize that most Christians
around that time (1700) were acutely aware of the methods and devices that Satan was
using to corrupt and enslave mankind. If he was to make progress with his long-range
plan, then he would first have to convince the majority of Europeans that he was only
an imaginary being, the product of a superstitious, unscientific worldview. The
subsequent pioneering centers of science, such as the Royal Society in England and
the French Academy of Sciences, working in tandem with the so-called Rationalist
philosophers of the ‘Enlightenment’, succeeded in convincing the majority of
Europeans that the demonic realm was no more than a quaint relic of bygone times
and not something that a rational, or even a religious, person should believe in.
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2. To establish control over the minds of European leaders using hypnosis
It is not generally understood that hypnotism is demonic. The extraordinary effects
that it produces are caused by fallen angels who are able to project selected thoughts
and images into the minds of their subjects.
In our normal mental state we are impervious to intrusions of this kind, but if we
voluntarily suspend our natural defenses and invite an outside intelligence to impinge
on our mind, we are opening a door to deception. Meditation and contemplation,
which involve 'emptying' the mind and suspending discrimination, are ideal for this
purpose.
Around 1700, when the Plan was being formulated, such mind-emptying or mindopening practices were largely unknown in Europe. So, in order to infiltrate the lives
of the most educated and politically influential members of European society, Satan
would have to come up with a way of getting his intended victims to expose
themselves voluntarily to a strong hypnotic influence. According to the high priest of
Satanism who was instructing Morneau, the Great Deceiver set out to achieve this by
disguising hypnotism as a therapeutic tool.
He chose Anton Mesmer, an Austrian physician, for this purpose. Seemingly imbued
with an exceptional 'healing' power, Mesmer gained entry into the leading salons of
Vienna and other European cities and began to hypnotize (‘Mesmerize’) some of the
most influential members of society. Aristocrats, scholars, and professionals of every
hue were keen to witness this unusual phenomenon and eagerly participated in his
popular ‘healing’ sessions. Mesmer explained that his power was a subtle universal
force or 'animal magnetism' that was normally dormant in the human mind.
By exposing some of the wealthiest and most influential members of European
society to a dangerous demonic influence, Mesmer became the chief architect of what
we know today as the 'human potential' movement, which promises all kinds of
benefits from the “awakening” and exercise of this mysterious inner force.
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3. To convince humanity that Evolution was true
The third step was to convince humanity that Evolution was true. According to the
Satanic high priest who instructed Morneau, this was the most devastating element of
all. Satan knew how important it was for society that everyone acknowledge the
Creator, even if they did not worship Him. By ascribing human existence and the
remarkable diversity of the natural world to purely random processes, men would
forfeit the capacity to believe, or even understand, the Bible. The Fall would make no
sense. And if the Fall made no sense, then sin would have no objective validity and
man would not need a Savior.
Morneau described the shock he felt when he learned just how important the doctrine
of Evolution was to Satan:
To my shock and amazement, the priest then claimed that “the spirits
consider anyone who teaches the theory of evolution to be a minister of
that great religious system [i.e. Satan’s religion] and the individual will
receive a special unction from Satan himself. Satan gives him great power
to induce spiritual blindness, to convince, and to convert. In fact, he holds
such people in such high regard that he assigns a special retinue of angels
to accompany him or her all his or her life. It is the greatest honor that
Satan can bestow upon a person in the presence of the galaxy.”
[A more detailed extract may be found in Appendix A.]
This cunning three-part strategy was very successful. Indeed, Satan continues to this
day to implement it in new ways – as we shall shortly see.
It is notable that, according to Morneau’s instructor, Satan gives special privileges to
those who play a major role in promoting the lie of Evolution. There is also a dark
irony in the fact that many followers of Satan accept, at least in broad terms, the
Biblical account of Creation, while many professing Christians have been tricked into
rejecting it.

The so-called Tree of
Evolution which purports
to show how one species
‘evolves’ into another.
Evolution is one of
Satan’s greatest lies.
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3. The Externalization of the Hierarchy
Due to its complexity and the need to involve many different participants, the Plan
has been expounded in fragmentary form through the writings of high-level occultists
like Helena Blavatsky, Alice Bailey, Manley Palmer Hall, and Albert Pike, among
others, who channeled messages and blueprints from Satan to guide and direct the
Illuminati.
One of the most comprehensive and revealing accounts of this plan may be found in
The Externalization of the Hierarchy by Alice Bailey, which was published in 1957.
The book is a compilation of messages that she received between 1934 and 1949 from
her 'spirit guide', Djwhal Khul – seemingly a senior figure in the hierarchy of fallen
angels. For many years, this information was made available only to initiates of the
occult via the Theosophical Society. Then, to the surprise of many, the hierarchy
directed that this and other hitherto restricted works be made available to the general
public from 1975.
It is a mark of how successful Satan’s program of indoctrination has been that, after
just a few centuries, most professing Christians have become completely oblivious to
his ongoing involvement in human affairs. For example, Bailey’s extensive writings,
with their undisguised demonic content and their venomous agenda, have been largely
ignored by influential Christian commentators and prominent church leaders.

The Externalization of the Hierarchy, by
Alice Bailey, published by Lucis Trust.
Lucis Trust was previously called Lucifer Trust.
Lucis Trust is officially based at the United
Nations in New York. The UN is a major
supporter of the New World Order and its
antichrist agenda.

The Goal
Bailey’s book pulls together many aspects of the Plan that had already been addressed,
either by herself or by Blavatsky, in other works of Theosophy. When viewed as a
strategy that Satan is determined to carry through, the book is actually quite chilling.
We will confine our analysis to those elements that complement what we have already
discussed.
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Firstly, the goal.
The ‘Hierarchy’ referred to in the title is the hierarchy of fallen angels. Since they are
restricted in the extent to which they can interfere in human affairs, they need the
conscious co-operation of their human agents to achieve their earthly objectives. Alas,
this is not a problem since men have long sought to 'open' themselves to these angels
in order to obtain material benefits, psychic powers, personal talents, mystical
experiences, and supernatural influence, albeit at the price of their souls.
This is the purpose of magic and the occult, to provide misguided men with the
methods that Satan himself has developed to open them more fully to his demonic
influence. These include astrology, yoga, divination, necromancy, sorcery – the use of
psychedelic drugs to enter an astral state of consciousness – and various esoteric
practices such as mantra chanting, meditation, contemplation, and visualization.
For example, High-level Freemasons aim to 'attach' themselves to an angelic being in
order to advance further along the ladder of perfection, toward the level of Illuminatus
(plural Illuminati). In The Hidden Life in Freemasonry, C W Leadbeater states, with
reference to Masons of the 33rd Degree: “The 33o gives two such splendid fellowworkers – spirits of gigantic size...splendid beyond all words...most of all they convey
a sense of irresistible, though benevolent, power...”
There is nothing unusual about this. Mediums and psychics seek 'spirit guides' to
direct them. Witches and wizards invoke similar supernatural entities, while shamans
and kahunas will often 'marry' a spirit in a ritualistic manner in order to mark the
binding nature of their relationship.
Carl Jung, the famous Swiss psychologist, had regular communication with demons
while walking in his garden at Küsnacht and even referred to one of them, seemingly
his principal spirit guide, by the name 'Philemon'. Bernie Seigel, a highly qualified
medical practitioner with several best-selling books to his name, actually sought and
contacted a personal spirit guide by using a New Age meditative technique. This
being, whom he called 'George', supposedly provided him with many of the
therapeutic insights described in his books. In his best-seller, Love, Medicine and
Miracles, Seigel even went so far as to recommend Kundalini yoga to his readers, a
form of yoga that forges a powerful bond with one or more demonic entities.
The freemason, the shaman, the psychic, the witch, the medium, the psychologist, and
the medical practitioner were all doing exactly the same thing – deliberately opening
themselves to a supernatural being.
The success of this deception rests primarily on the illusion that these beings are
benevolent. As Leadbeater stated, "...they convey a sense of irresistible, though
benevolent, power..." But they are not benevolent! Unfortunately, men in their fallen
state are only too willing to make a pact of this nature. They don’t understand that
these demonic beings are simply using them to extend their control over this world.
As Bailey makes clear in her book, the long-term goal of the Hierarchy is to
externalize itself, that is to secure complete supernatural control over mankind and so
enable its most senior members to become fully embodied in human form. Here is
how she put it:
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"What is referred to is the externalisation of the Hierarchy and its
exoteric appearance on earth. The Hierarchy will eventually...function
openly and visibly on earth." (p.260)
Please give careful thought to what Bailey has just said. It is a truly remarkable
statement, with profound implications for the future of mankind. Only those who are
dwelling in Christ will be protected from this awful intervention by Satan's demonic
hoard. As the Bible says, the church will be removed before this final showdown or
Tribulation commences, but all who profess Christ after it has begun will also be
saved, albeit, in most cases, at the cost of their mortal lives. On the other hand, should
anyone take the mark of the beast and accept the incarnate representative of the fallen
angels – the Antichrist – as their lord and master, they will be spiritually lost.
Most Christians today are making the awful mistake of allegorizing the Book of
Revelation and so are unable to see how the events it describes are factually related to
the coming New World Order. They fail to see that the world, as the Bible has
foretold, is slipping inexorably into the iron grip of a global authority controlled by
Satan. It is truly a paradox that his earthly servants both see and understand this
process of enslavement, while the vast majority of professing Christians – who ought
to know better – are willfully ignorant of this sinister process!

Mind Control via Meditation
To achieve their ultimate goal – the Externalization of the Hierarchy – the fallen
angels must succeed in extending over most of mankind some measure of the control
that they already exercise over their existing human servants. Since they cannot force
their way into the minds and hearts of unwitting individuals, their intended victims
must be induced to open themselves voluntarily. Not surprisingly, the principal way
of doing this is through meditation or through one of the many religious or therapeutic
practices that correspond to meditation, such as contemplation, yoga, visualization,
psychotherapy, hypnosis, trance chanting, etc.
Here is how Bailey – the mouthpiece for Satan – described the process:
“The emphasis in all esoteric schools is necessarily, and rightly, laid
upon meditation. Technically speaking, meditation is the process
whereby the head centre is awakened, brought under control and used.
When this is the case, the soul and the personality are coordinated and
fused, and at-one-ment takes place, producing in the aspirant a
tremendous inflow of spiritual energy, galvanising his whole being into
activity, and bringing to the surface the latent good and also evil.” (p.10)
Incredibly she boasts that this “tremendous inflow of spiritual energy” can be used for
evil. In reality, it can be used only for evil since its source is Satan himself.
The effect of meditation is even more pronounced, it would seem, if it is conducted in
a group or a communal setting:
“Disciples must learn the significance of illumination, received in
meditation, and the necessity to work with light as a group…” (p.22)
[Italics in original]
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To promote this collective submission to a common purpose, the Hierarchy
encourages the use of what is known as the Great Invocation, a verbal formula similar
to the incantations used in a magical rite. When chanted in a large gathering or at an
agreed time by a dispersed group, it conditions the group as a whole to submit
unconditionally to the power being invoked:
“The Great Invocation, rightly used by the many hundred thousand
people who have already attempted to use it, could reorient the
consciousness of humanity, stabilise men in spiritual being, disrupt and
rebuild the planetary thoughtform which men have created in the past
and which has had (and is having) such disastrous and cataclysmic
results, and open the door into the New Age, thus ushering in the new
and better civilisation.” (p.78)
There is no difference between this and the mass hypnosis induced at a Nazi street
rally or the mindless submission shown by devotees of an Indian guru.
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Even though Satan has devised a number of different techniques or systems for this
purpose, along with a range of supposed benefits, there is but one fundamental
operation in every case, the opening of one's mind through meditation or selfhypnosis, and one fundamental outcome, namely increased exposure to the power and
deception of the fallen angels.
Meditation is dangerous! Contemplative prayer is dangerous! Christian pastors should
be shouting this warning from the roof-tops! Once they are adopted by a church, that
church is doomed.
Bailey herself confirmed the demonic origin and dark purpose of these practices when
she said:
“Today the need is for the spread of the "saving force" to take hold of
our minds and to control from that directing centre, for it embodies the
needed salvation at this time.” (p.147) [Italics in original]
She defined this "saving force" as a "divine potency", of which “its exact nature and
intended effects we know practically nothing.” (p.146) Of course, this denial is pure
hokum since she knows exactly what it is, namely the power of Lucifer or the fallen
angels acting directly on the individual.
In short, the Hierarchy is striving to induce members of all religions to adopt a
meditative-type practice that will allow this "saving force" or "divine potency" to take
over and control their minds.
Could their goal be any plainer!

The Enemies of the Hierarchy
According to Bailey, the great "salvation" or global shift into a higher level of
consciousness can come about only if humanity as a whole co-operates. Any group
that refuses to engage with this cosmic transformation could prevent it from
happening. By clinging to outworn doctrines and primitive beliefs, they could set up a
negative counter-vibration that would interfere with the entire project. Therefore any
such group must either be re-educated or removed from the scene:
“I have called to your notice the urgency of...the destruction of
outworn and crystallised interpretations (called doctrines) of the
spiritual realities.” (p.225)
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She identifies two such groups which, due to the rigidity of their religious beliefs,
have unwittingly allowed themselves to be used by the "Forces of Darkness" –
“The Forces of Darkness are powerful energies, working to preserve that
which is ancient and material; hence they are pre-eminently the forces of
crystallisation, of form preservation...They consequently block deliberately the inflow of that which is new and life-giving; they work to
prevent the understanding of that which is of the New Age; they
endeavour to preserve that which is familiar and old, to counteract the
effects of the oncoming culture and civilisation, to bring blindness to the
peoples and to feed steadily the existing fires of hate, of separateness, of
criticism and of cruelty...they hold back the forces of evolution and of
progress for their own ends.” (pps.40-41)
As she expounds upon the Hierarchy's ancient plan for global transformation, it
transpires that the two groups which pose the greatest threat to its ultimate realization
are orthodox Christianity and orthodox Judaism.
We should hardly be surprised that Satan describes anyone who believes in the LORD
God of the Bible as an instrument for the "Forces of Darkness".
It is vital for the success of his Plan that the destiny of these two groups be decided
well in advance. Therefore the Plan provides for –
"1. The reorganisation of the world religions – if in any way possible –
so that their out-of-date theologies, their narrow-minded emphasis
and their ridiculous belief that they know what is in the Mind of
God [i.e. Biblical Christianity] may be offset, in order that the
churches may eventually be the recipients of spiritual inspiration.
"2. The gradual dissolution – again if in any way possible – of the
orthodox Jewish faith, with its obsolete teaching..." (p.289)
Note the repetition of the phrase, "if in any way possible". The Hierarchy is making it
quite clear that it will do whatever is necessary to get rid of these two groups.
The Jews are the only ethnic group to be singled out in this way. For example, when
speaking about the groups that “increase the already prevalent tension in the world”
she refers to
“...that section of humanity which is found in every part of the
world and which we call the Jewish people...I am considering the
world problem, centering around the Jews as a whole...[who]
greatly complicate the problem by which humanity and the
Hierarchy are faced... (p.40)
Both the visceral contempt in which they are held by the Hierarchy and the drastic
steps that will be taken to deal with them may be glimpsed in the following passage:
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...Through the Jewish people throughout the world, feeling –
sympathetic or antagonistic, expressive of love or conditioned by
hate – is being gathered to a focus in the planetary solar plexus
centre, preparatory to a great and permanent change. (p.47)
The proposed destruction of the Jews under this nefarious plan, the degree to which
they are hated by the Hierarchy, and their treatment historically at the hands of the
Nazis – a movement rooted in Theosophical occultism – should refute any suggestion
that the Globalist conspiracy is primarily Jewish.

The Rapture and the Chosen People
It is a remarkable feature of the apostate times in which we live that Freemasons,
Theosophists, Gnostics and other Luciferians are taking the Word of God more
literally than most Bible-believing Christians. Satan knows that the Rapture (Gr.
harpazo) will be an actual event, where the global community of born-again
Christians – known as the ekklesia or church – will be removed from the earth in a
single day. Unless a convincing counter-explanation is on offer, the sudden
disappearance of so many people from the earth could shock a significant number of
pagans and nominal Christians into a recognition that the Bible really is the Word of
God. This would pose serious problems for the Hierarchy.
Bailey reveals that, not only are they ready for this event, but that they intend to
exploit it cunningly for their own purposes. It will be described as a kind of planetary
cleansing, where those who refused to advance into the next stage of human evolution
were removed by the Messiah of the New Age (i.e. the Antichrist) and graciously
placed in a kind of inter-dimensional sleep state ("held in pralaya"). They will remain
in that state, it is alleged, until the next cycle of cosmic time comes around and they
are given yet a further opportunity to evolve into the illuminated consciousness of the
Ascended Masters:
"You have often been told how, at the close of this solar system, a
certain percentage of the human family will fail to make the grade and
will then be held in pralaya, or in solution, until the time for the
manifestation of the next and third solar system comes around." (p.41)
This will not only explain the disappearance of tens of millions of born-again
Christians but it will foster in the minds of those who remain the conviction that any
analogous group will need to be treated in a similar manner. They too will need to
"disappear". This target group, of course, is the world community of ethnic Jews:
“The Jew, down the ages, has insisted upon being separated from all
other races but he brought over from the previous system the knowledge
(necessary then but obsolete now) that his race was the "chosen
people."...When humanity has solved the Jewish problem...it will do so
by fusing the problem in one vast humanitarian situation. When that
happens, the problem will be rapidly solved and one of the major
difficulties will disappear off the face of the earth.” (p.41)
The “vast humanitarian situation” to which this passage refers is disturbingly similar
to the proposed annihilation of Israel in the War of Armageddon.
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Preparing for the Antichrist
According to Bailey, the Hierarchy intends, not to abolish Christianity but to redefine
it, so that a significant proportion of professing Christians can be drawn into the New
Age religion of the Antichrist. This redefinition is designed, among other things, to
undermine the literal truth of the Bible and to portray Jesus as a mere human medium
or vehicle who allowed himself to be taken over by “the Christ”:
“Few mediums know the technique governing the passing in or out
of an informing entity…they lend their body temporarily to another
soul for service, preserving their own integrity all the time. The
highest expression of this type of activity was the giving of his body
by the disciple Jesus for the use of the Christ.” (p.6)
The New Age Messiah will attempt to convince the world that he is the latest
incarnation of "the Christ" or "the Christ Consciousness", the divine being that rules
over the inner planes and has now come to earth in a humanly embodied or
“externalized” form.
This relieves him of the need to carry the wounds of the Crucifixion, a feature that
would otherwise make him repugnant to the Jews – whom he will seek initially to
convert. Non-regenerate Christians, on the other hand – who were not taken up in the
Rapture – will be led to believe that, since Jesus was merely a human vessel for "the
Christ", the New Age Messiah could not be expected to carry such wounds in his new
embodiment.
This blasphemous imposture is made even easier by the simplifying distortions of
Biblical prophecy sketched out in the following excerpt:
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“The Christian concept of the return of a triumphant Christ, coming in
the clouds of heaven to Jerusalem, there to reign for a thousand years, is
true in one way and utterly false as to design, location and method.
Christ will return; the Jerusalem referred to (literally "the place of
peace") is not the chief city of a small country called Palestine or the
Holy Land; the word is simply symbolic of a peaceful world – a world
which, through its own self-initiated efforts, has attained a general
quietude and has acquired a certain measure of right human relations.
His coming in the air might be interpreted literally to mean that at the
right time He will come by plane from the place on earth where He has
been for many generations, watching over the sons of men; the words
"every eye shall see Him" might mean that, by the time He comes,
television will have been perfected and He will then be seen, by its
means, from even the most distant spot on earth.” (pps.305-306)
Note the lies! The New Age ‘Christ’ will fly around the world by plane, where every
eye will see him. Also, he will not come to earth via Jerusalem, a name which,
according to Bailey's arch-demon, is merely a symbolic way of describing a peaceful
world.
If Bailey’s book is read primarily as yet another Illuminati mix of truth and lies, then
disclosures of this kind would be difficult to evaluate. But if it is taken as a guidebook
– or one of several guidebooks – transmitted by high-level demons for use by the
architects of the coming New World Order, then the Plan it outlines should reflect
what has actually been happening in the world since the final message to Bailey was
channelled in 1949. And it does!
We have only to consider the extraordinary explosion of the New Age movement
since 1960 – with its cornucopia of pagan beliefs and practices and its constant
proclamation of “Christ” as a state of consciousness and not a specific person – to
realize that the blasphemous assertions in her book are being steadily adopted and
promoted in so-called Christian countries around the world. At the same time
meditation, contemplation and visualization have been infiltrating the church at a
disturbing rate. What may have seemed utterly improbable to most professing
Christians in America in 1950 is now commonplace, to the point where true Biblical
Christianity is in rapid decline and a New Age variation is spreading like wildfire.

The One-World Religion
So what exactly is the New Age counterfeit version of Christianity that the fallen
angelic Hierarchy is currently developing?
The Book of Revelation identifies the mystery religion of ancient Babylon with the
coming one-world church. Of the many counterfeit versions of Christianity already in
existence, none have incorporated as many elements of the Babylonian religion as the
Roman Catholic church.
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She has a prototype goddess, a seasonal resurrection god, a supernaturally empowered
priesthood, a set of supernatural rites (including transubstantiation), an elaborate
salvation-through-works apparatus, a worldwide network of sacrificial shrines, and a
living representative of god on earth whose word is infallible. The Book of Revelation
also tells us that “mystery Babylon” bears the greatest responsibility for the murder of
the saints throughout history. For the fervor, consistency and scale of her slaughter the
church of Rome has no equal.
Many esteemed Christian scholars have reached the same conclusion, namely that
Mystery Babylon is the Roman Catholic Church in her End Time form.
The only thing lacking is a mechanism for incorporating non-Catholics within the
Roman Catholic superstructure without requiring them to depart from their existing
religious affiliation. This could be achieved by (a) contracting a series of bilateral
mutual-recognition agreements between Rome and the various world religions, setting
out a common basis for the salvation or ‘illumination’ of their members; (b)
redefining Jesus Christ so that the man who lived 2000 years ago is portrayed as a
vessel for, and thus separate from, the so-called Christ Consciousness; and (c)
promoting the doctrine of universalism which teaches that all (or virtually all) of
mankind will be saved eventually (Roman Catholicism already teaches this in a
modified form through the false doctrine of Purgatory).
Every religion in the world today, including Freemasonry, Gnosticism, Kabbalah, and
the various branches of shamanism and witchcraft, could theoretically be incorporated
within a superstructure of this type. Only two groups would remain outside –Torahobservant Jews and born-again Christians.
Many religions already expect a messiah-type figure or world savior to appear at
some unspecified date in the future. The Jews expect the first coming of the Messiah
while the Christians expect his second coming, the Shi’ite Muslims expect the
Twelfth Imam, the Hindus await a number of Avatars, and the Buddhists, along with
various occult groups, are awaiting the Maitreya or Buddha Consciousness in a new
human embodiment. The New Age Messiah or Antichrist could present himself to the
world as the definitive fulfillment of all such prophecies.
The separation of Jesus the man from the so-called Christ Consciousness would have
even greater impact if the majority of Roman Catholics could be convinced that Mary
was a co-redeemer with Jesus, albeit on a lesser scale. The existence of a second Pope
– the Emeritus Pope Benedict XVI – currently affords Rome an opportunity to
propound this doctrine, seemingly with the stamp of papal infallibility, without the
risk of compromising the office of the existing incumbent, Francis I.
The official doctrinal recognition of Mary as Co-Redemptrix and Co-Mediatrix would
also provide a strong common bond with many other religions. She would become in
effect the all-encompassing Beneficent Goddess – the Guanyin Goddess of Mercy of
the Buddhists, the Lakshmi or Sita of the Hindus, the Isis of the Occultists, the Moon
Goddess of Wicca, the Nanna of many primitive religions, and the Gaia of
environmentalists.
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Such a step would also provide a major bridge to Islam, which already accords a
special status to Mary. The Ayatollahs and Islamic scholars who are working for the
New World Order could exploit the fact that the Koran actually dedicates an entire
chapter to her (Sura 19). Indeed, Mary is the only female referred to by name in the
entire Koran and is mentioned no fewer than 34 times (compared to just 19 times in
the Bible).

A Roman Catholic Dogma
According to the church of
Rome, a person can pray to
the Queen of Heaven and ask
her to intercede on behalf of
souls who are tormented in
Purgatory. It is believed that,
through her personal and
merciful intercession, their
sentences can be reduced.
Note that Jesus is a helpless
babe in her arms.

The universal acceptance of Mary as Co-Redemptrix would be greatly facilitated by
an increase in the frequency of so-called Marian apparitions, such as those at Lourdes,
Fatima and Guadaloupe. Since these are demonic in nature, and have already been
used extensively by Satan to mislead the Roman church, we can expect the Hierarchy
to make substantial use of them in the coming deception, not only among Catholics,
but among members of all religions. Reports of such miraculous events in diverse
cultures, all with a common theme or message – a call to accept the New Age
Messiah – would greatly intensify the desire among the masses of humanity to
experience the ‘paradigm shift’ of the New Age and worship the Antichrist.
Another unifying factor among all religions is the belief that man is imbued with a
spark of divinity, that he is in essence a divine being who has yet to awaken to his true
nature. This is a major feature of Hinduism, Buddhism, Freemasonry, and all branches
of the occult. It is also extensively celebrated in the writings of the Sufis (Islamic
mystics), and is even being brought to the fore by the Roman Catholic Church, both
through the prominence now accorded to the Christian mystics and through the
inclusion of several passages in the official Catholic Catechism that identify man in
his innermost being with the person of Christ. For instance, paragraph 1999 refers to
the “deifying grace received in Baptism”, while 2782 states that through Baptism and
sanctifying grace all in the church “are appropriately called "Christs"” because “he
makes us other "Christs"”.
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The One World Religion is at an advanced stage of formation. The Emerging Church
movement, the Purpose Driven Church, the New Apostolic Reformation, the liberal
Protestant Churches, and the Masonic-seed churches (Mormonism, Jehovah’s
Witnesses, Christian Science, Unitarian, and Seventh Day Adventist), among others,
are converging with the Ecumenical mask of the Roman Catholic Church to produce a
movement which, in its final form, will constitute what Bailey calls the “One
Universal Church”.

Isis

Mary

Lakshmi

Goddess of the Moon

Guanyin

Nana

She also conffirms that both Freemasonry and traditional occult societies will be fully
integrated into the coming “One Universal Church”:
“There is no dissociation between the One Universal Church, the sacred
inner Lodge of all true Masons, and the innermost circles of the esoteric
societies.” (p.272)
However, this One-World church will not be hidden behind closed doors like
Freemasonry and other occult groups, but will be as visible as any religion in the
world today. It will even introduce a new set of “holy days” which all mankind will
be expected to observe:
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“In the future world, when organised, all men of spiritual inclination
and intention everywhere will keep the same holy days. This will bring
about a pooling of spiritual resources and a united spiritual effort, plus a
simultaneous spiritual invocation. The potency of this will be apparent.”
(pps.223-224)

“From the standpoint of both the Hierarchy and Humanity, the events
during these few weeks of spiritual and mundane import (focussed
through these three Festival Moons of Aries, Taurus and Gemini) will be
of stupendous effect.” (p.237)
In line with the collectivist thinking behind Socialism, Ecumenism, Mysticism,
Monasticism, and the holistic philosophy of the New Age movement, the supposed
validity of the coming one-world religion will be demonstrated by its universal
acceptance. Much like an ant colony, it will have a place for everyone but will not
tolerate a sub-colony in its midst. Those who refuse to join will become the enemy.
Bailey clearly implied this when she said:
“...Humanity, as a Whole, is an expression of divinity, a complete expression...” (p.31)
Since this is the case, humanity as a whole must accept the coming One-World
religion. As we have seen, dissenting groups will have to “disappear off the face of
the earth” (p.41).

Demonic Control
The coming one world religion is designed to open mankind to greater demonic
control. This is already happening through the New Age movement and the
infiltration of New Age ideas and practices, including ‘contemplative spirituality’,
into virtually all Protestant denominations, even the Evangelical church.
Practitioners will be encouraged to invite “angels” into their lives, not realizing that
these seemingly benign beings are agents of Satan:
“The angels have ever been active in Biblical history, and will again
enter into the lives of human beings with more power than has lately
been the case. The call has gone out for them again to approach
humanity, and with their heightened vibration and superior knowledge
unite their forces with those of the Christ and His disciples for the
helping of the race.” (p.269)
Disciples who open themselves in this way will have great difficulty breaking the
connection later, should they want to. As Bailey says, the demons are seeking to
establish a hold that cannot be disrupted “no matter what may happen”, therefore they
“…are endeavouring also to establish a closer telepathic rapport and a
more intimate (though strictly impersonal) relationship with their
disciples on all rays, so that there can be a free interplay of thought and a
consequent better hierarchical integrity and one which – no matter what
may happen in the three worlds – cannot be disrupted or in any way
lessened.” (p.282)
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Indeed, the rate of spiritual decay among the majority of mankind, even before the
New Age movement began, was such that the ‘Master’ speaking through Bailey in the
1940s could exult:
“Humanity is deemed to have reached a point in evolution where much
can be done, because the minds of men – for the first time on a
worldwide scale – are sensitive to spiritual impression; the opportunity
of the moment is unique, because minds everywhere are showing
themselves superlatively receptive to both good and evil.” (p.345)
Perhaps no other statement in Bailey’s book betrays its truly demonic character!
Those closing words – “superlatively receptive to...evil” – express exactly what Satan
is working to ensure, namely a rapid increase in the proportion of mankind who are
superlatively receptive to evil.

Global Turmoil
Even though Bailey’s book is concerned primarily with the steps needed to create the
coming One World Religion, she makes reference here and there to the wider
geopolitical climate in which this major transformation will take place.
The book itself is an instruction manual for the various groups that are working to
bring in the New World Order on behalf of the Hierarchy. Of these men, the “New
Group of World Servers” (also known as the Illuminati), it can truly be said that they
are “superlatively receptive” to evil. They are working to exploit the long sequence of
tragic events – “the work of destruction” that the Hierarchy inaugurated in 1775 –
and to bring them to culmination in a momentous global crisis that will usher in the
New World Order:
“The slow and careful formation of the New Group of World Servers is
indicative of the crisis. They are overseeing or ushering in the New Age,
and are present at the birthpangs of the new civilisation, and the coming
into manifestation of a new race, a new culture and a new world
outlook.” (p.37)
“The new world order must be appropriate to a world which has passed
through a destructive crisis and to a humanity which is badly shattered
by the experience.” (p.102)
“It is interesting to note (though it is of no immediate moment) that the
work of destruction initiated by the Hierarchy during the past one
hundred and seventy-five years (therefore since the year 17751) has in it
the seeds – as yet a very long way from any germination – of the final
act of destruction which will take place when the Hierarchy will be so
completely fused and blended with Humanity that the hierarchical form
will no longer be required.” (p.301)
1

The occult order known as the Illuminati was founded in 1776.
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These few short statements depict a terrible scenario wherein the fallen angels will be
“so completely fused and blended with Humanity” that they will no longer exist as a
separate order of beings. To achieve this ultimate triumph they plan to subject the
world to “a destructive crisis” in which humanity “will be badly shattered by the
experience”, followed sometime later by a “final act of destruction”.

All of this is consistent with the awful events described in the Book of Revelation,
where, at some point during the Tribulation, the entire army of rebellious angels will
be cast down to earth – “...he [Satan] was cast out into the earth, and his angels were
cast out with him.” (Revelation 12:9). Two of their number (at least) will already have
incarnated (or “externalized”) in human form, namely the Antichrist and the False
Prophet. All who come to Christ during this period – the much despised born-again
Christians – will be systematically hunted down and killed, while the nation of Israel
– the much-despised Jews – will be surrounded by the vast armies of the Antichrist
and threatened with total annihilation.

4. Implementing the Plan
Many books have been published in recent years about the Illuminati and their plan
for a New World Order, comprising a One World Government, a One World Financial
System, and a One World Religion. These books have shed considerable light on the
awful threat to human liberty that this entails, the callous mentality of the people
behind it, and the vast resources that have been channeled into its global program of
subversion and control.
Despite all that has been written, however, our analysis would suggest that a major
component of the Plan may have been overlooked by the majority of commentators.
This concerns the vital role that demonic infiltration will play, not just in the final
showdown known as the Tribulation, but in the decades preceding that awful event.
The three steps of deception that Morneau identified – the denial of the reality of
Satan; the widespread use of hypnosis; and the false science of evolution – are being
played out all over again today, only this time they have been lifted to an entirely new
level.
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1: The supernatural as an untapped resource
Firstly, the Enemy has convinced a great many Americans that the supernatural can be
studied in a scientific manner and, provided its laws are properly understood, that its
effects can be controlled. The supernatural, they believe, is akin to electricity and
dangerous only when improperly handled. Furthermore, they are convinced that the
outer frontiers of human potential can and should be explored by engaging and
experimenting with this invisible force.
This is how Satan proposes to achieve the Externalization of the Hierarchy. As men
endeavor to contact and harness this force, they will increasingly open themselves to
the fallen angels who are themselves “the Force”.
In the 18th century he got men to doubt his existence. The supernatural was perceived
as neutral rather than negative. Today he has taken his deception a step further and
gotten men to move from a neutral to a positive perception, to believe that the unseen
realm is really a vast untapped resource just waiting to be exploited.

Satan’s Many Masks
Satan uses many different
masks to disguise his army
of fallen angels – aliens from
other planets, living gurus,
ascended masters, angelic
guides, dream teachers, vision
quests, astral encounters, inner
voices, past life memories, the
false light of meditation, and
so forth.

2: Altered states of consciousness
The second step is a renewed, but disguised, application of mesmerism or hypnotism.
The product is the same but the name has changed. Today it is known as an altered
state of consciousness. No matter what technique is used to achieve this altered state,
in every case one finds two factors present: (1) the subject voluntarily suspends the
normal operation of his mind; and (2) he invites an intelligence other than his own to
influence his life in some manner.
Man in his fallen state is naturally sensitive to the subversive thoughts and images
that the rebellious angels are able to project. This sensitivity increases significantly
when he deliberately sets his mind aside in meditation or a similar practice. When he
persists in this vein, he is foolishly exposing himself to their malign purpose and
cunning deceptions. And that is exactly what Satan wants!
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Our grandparents displayed an understanding of this when they warned that “An idle
mind is the devil’s workshop.”
A huge proportion of the population – not just adults, but students and even teenagers
– are regular practitioners of meditation, yoga, contemplative prayer, mantra chanting,
past life regression, auto-suggestion, centering, creative visualization, guided imagery,
repetitive prayer, conscious dreaming, labyrinth walking, and lectio divina, not to
mention psychotherapy, psychoanalysis, and modes of counselling that employ
hypnotic relaxation techniques. If we factor in the widespread addiction to
psychotropic drugs and the use of hypnotic rock music for recreational purposes, it is
difficult to escape the conclusion that America is to a large extent a hypnotized
society.
A key consideration in all of this is repetition. The more the individual employs his
preferred method of achieving an altered state of consciousness, the more receptive or
suggestible he becomes.
The youth too are being hypnotised by intensely repetitive computer games where a
fairly meaningless series of generic images are presented ad nauseum and only a
token level of attention is required. The teaching of ‘mindfulness’ techniques in our
schools is yet another way of introducing our children to eastern meditation.
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Even in a mildly hypnotised state, one’s discernment is impaired. The mind becomes
much more open to impressions and imagery that would otherwise be rejected. Since
the subject is not aware of his heightened suggestibility, he can be subtly manipulated.
When this conditioning takes place in a religious context, he can be fed with many
false ideas that conflict with true Biblical Christianity. It is then only a short step to
adopting, and treating as normal, practices that are blatantly pagan.
This is how Rick Warren gets his supposedly Christian audiences to accept
outrageously New Age ideas from guest speakers like Mehmet Oz and Mark Hymen.
As we saw from Bailey’s account of the Great Invocation, the use of meditation,
visualization, and chanting at mass gatherings – as in the modern mega-churches – is
a powerful means of indoctrination and control.
3: Transformational processes
There is a tendency to think of Evolution as a concept applicable only in the field of
biology, but this is not so. It is in reality a beguiling idea, long known in the occult,
that has come to permeate many aspects of modern science and culture.
Evolution is really another name for alchemy, where an object is magically
transformed from one state into another.
Legitimate science, as a rational activity, is concerned with establishing causal
connections between entities or events, where these connections can be clearly
identified and validated in a consistent way. Once the concept of evolution enters the
scene, however, this kind of rigor is no longer essential. The principles of change, for
example, may themselves be subject to change or “transformation” over time, the
discipline may enter a new paradigm, or the values being measured may be relative
and thus require a more elastic model of reality. All of these terms – transformation,
paradigm, relative values, elastic model – are simply New Age ways of importing the
false concept of evolution.

When used in this way, there is hardly anything that evolution cannot explain.
Sociology, Economics, History, Education, Linguistics, and many similar disciplines
are being manipulated by the use of ‘evolution’ as a valid explanatory tool. When this
happens, the plain facts of reality are ignored, causation becomes relative, and illusory
processes are treated as legitimate phenomena.
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The false science of Psychology is based on this foolishness. By redefining soul,
mind, awareness, self, and other spiritual phenomena in pseudo-scientific terms,
Psychology undermines the plain meaning of Biblical doctrine. Humanists and other
purveyors of this ridiculous ‘science’ delight in portraying the Bible as a primitive
text-book on psychology, a kind of mythological model of the mind that just
happened to persist until the giants of psychotherapy, such as Freud and Jung, came
along and explained how the human mind really works.

In practice, psychology and psychotherapy are a potent blend of all three steps in
Satan’s destructive plan. They utterly reject the role of demonic influences on human
behavior; they promote all kinds of mind-altering activities, including hypnosis; and
they avoid any critical examination of their ‘discoveries’ by pleading the subjective
nature of consciousness. In reality they are basically a sanitized form of traditional
shamanism – and just as harmful.

Divination in the Church
The Bible warns again and again that man must never consort with the supernatural in
any manner whatsoever. Bewitchment is a real danger, even for Christians: “O foolish
Galatians, who hath bewitched you, that ye should not obey the truth...?” (Galatians
3:1). This is why the LORD has imposed such stringent prohibitions against idolatry,
divination and sorcery – they are given for our protection!
All true Christians seek the will of God on a daily basis, but to seek his will by any
means other than prayer and patient study of his Holy Word is divination. For
example, to seek His will by looking at the blank screen of your mind, as in
meditation, is no different from seeking His will by looking at the stars in the night
sky.
The mystic or contemplative who seeks the will of God by opening his mind to
revelatory images or an ‘inner light’ is also practising divination.
Visualization too is an occult technique. When it is used by Christians to determine
the will of God in their lives, it is divination; and when used to influence reality in
any way, it is magic or sorcery.
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Meditation, contemplation, and visualization are all manmade techniques for interacting with the supernatural. They are not ordained by God. The Bible makes it
perfectly clear that the use of any technique for this purpose is divination or sorcery.
Both are an abomination in the eyes of God. The Roman Catholic mystics, Teresa of
Avila, John of the Cross and Thomas Merton, were practising divination. And anyone
who uses the modern equivalent – contemplative prayer or spiritual formation – as set
out in such popular works as ‘Celebration of Disciple’ by Richard Foster, is doing the
same.
So, how does God communicate His will to us through prayer and patient study of
His Holy Word? The answer ought to be obvious to all true believers – We don’t
know! In fact, Scripture plainly tells us that we don’t know how God accomplishes
anything that he does!
“Thy way is in the sea, and thy path in the great waters,
and thy footsteps are not known.” – Psalm 77:19
“O the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and knowledge of God!
how unsearchable are his judgments, and his ways past finding out!”
– Romans 11:33

He created this vast universe and everything in it, including all the wonderful
creatures that inhabit our amazing planet, and yet we have absolutely no idea how he
did it. His ways are past finding out! Equally we have no idea how he communicates
his will to us when we pray or when we study his holy Word:
“The secret of the LORD is with them that fear him;
and he will show them his covenant.” – Psalm 25:14
When the LORD asks that we seek his will exclusively through prayer and patient
study of his Holy Word, then we should do exactly as He asks.
The Plan that Satan is implementing for the End Time is designed to trick professing
Christians into putting something else – a supernatural alternative – in place of
repentant prayer to our Father and patient study of his Holy Word. The substitute that
he offers, while seemingly full of promise, is a cunning counterfeit. One misguided
church after another is taking the bait and introducing divination – in the form of
meditation, contemplation, and visualization – in order to ‘communicate’ with God
and ‘experience’ his presence. As sweet and tasty as the bait may be, it is laced with
poison.

The Conspiracy
Again and again watchmen and other concerned Christians are derided for issuing
alarming reports about “a conspiracy”. But Satan knows what he’s doing. He does not
plainly advertise his intentions, nor execute them in an obvious manner. Only those
who are genuinely concerned about truth are equipped with the unshakeable
conviction that this plan exists and that it is being carried out.
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The conspiracy is real. The Word of God confirms this over and over, not only in its
many prophetic passages relating to the formation of a one world government and the
planned destruction of true Christianity and the Jewish people, but also in those
passages that describe the seditious mentality of the conspirators. Consider, for
example, these verses from Psalm 140:
1
2
3
4

5

Deliver me, O LORD, from the evil man:
preserve me from the violent man;
Which imagine mischiefs in their heart;
continually are they gathered together for war.
They have sharpened their tongues like a serpent;
adders' poison is under their lips. Selah.
Keep me, O LORD, from the hands of the wicked;
preserve me from the violent man;
who have purposed to overthrow my goings.
The proud have hid a snare for me, and cords;
they have spread a net by the wayside;
they have set gins for me. Selah.

They “imagine mischiefs” [wicked deeds] in their heart, they are continually “gathered
together for war”, they have the tongues of a serpent, deadly poison is concealed
under their lips, they have cunningly laid traps and snares of every kind to enslave the
righteous, and they are driven by an all-consuming purpose, namely “to overthrow”
the world as we know it.
If the Word of God declares that these people exist and that they are engaged in a
deadly conspiracy, then we should believe it! We should take what steps we can to
understand who they are, how they operate, and what precisely they are doing to
undermine (“overthrow”) the existing world order. They want a ‘New World Order’,
where the Enemy himself can rule openly, and not covertly as he does at present.
There was a time when all believers took very seriously the warnings of the early
Christian church. Referring to the Biblical writers of the immediate post-apostolic
period, a leading scholar of the 19th century observed:
“The Fathers cannot find terms sufficiently strong to delineate the
power of Satan, the seductive influence which he wields, and the
subjection to his dominion under which men have fallen. In a word,
the Patristic literature gives the utmost prominence to the terrible
power and tyranny of Satan, though by no means greater than the
subject warrants; and this subjection is always traced to sin. There is
no disposition with them to shrink from representing men as children
of the wicked one.” – George Smeaton, The Doctrine of the Holy Spirit, p.190
Most Christians understood this a hundred years ago, but today, alas, it is all but
forgotten.
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Conclusion
Satan is gradually conditioning mankind to accept the fallen Hierarchy in a disguised
form, whether as elect angels, ascended masters, advanced alien life forms, or a
hidden spiritual potential. He is determined to open the minds of men more fully to
his supernatural influence and has developed a range of teachings and techniques for
this purpose. His program of subversion is very far advanced, to the point where the
majority of Christian churches today have departed from the strict prohibitions of
Scripture and are experimenting with new ways of exploring their spirituality and
communicating with God.
Divination is cleverly marketed as meditation, contemplation, yoga and a variety of
similar mind-opening, mind-emptying practices. Senior members of the occult
envisage that the Externalization of the Hierarchy – the eventual embodiment of the
fallen angels in human form – will be achieved through the widespread adoption of
such practices. This in turn will be facilitated by the advent of a global system of
religion based on occult principles.
When mixed with a strong desire to contact the unknown, in whatever form, hypnosis
and auto-suggestion are a potent means of exposing oneself to a supernatural
influence.
Just how hypnotized is mainstream America today? It is probably impossible to give a
convincing answer to this question. However, the fact that the nation is under some
form of hypnosis is difficult to deny. Just consider the following:
Two planes fly into three massive, steel-reinforced skyscrapers and the
resulting impact completely demolishes (and virtually vaporizes) all three. To
most Americans today, this actually makes sense. Three buildings, two planes?
Or consider this: nearly half of American industry has been “off-shored”
(given away) to an ambitious, highly militarized Marxist country in the past
thirty years, and yet most Americans believe that this is both economically
and strategically desirable. After all, we’re in a new paradigm, right?
Our grandparents, who were not hypnotised, would have recoiled in horror at this
appalling stupidity.
Or consider this: the systematic murder of over 50 million children in their mother’s
womb since 1973, supported by the taxpayer and ignored by the church. Only a nation
steeped in wickedness and blinded by hypnosis could do such a thing.
Unless more Americans wake up and recognize what is happening, their country will
collapse. The richest and most powerful families in the world are marching in lockstep with Satan to implement his Plan. Some of the most influential institutions and
corporations around the globe are conspiring to achieve the ultimate dream of
Marxism, a totalitarian one-world government led by the Antichrist – Satan in
externalized form.
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Even at this late hour, if enough Christians repent on behalf of their nation and pray
for forgiveness, the LORD in His mercy may defer the evil day. His holy Word shows
again and again that He is ever willing to extend mercy toward those who truly seek
Him with a broken and contrite heart and who sincerely repent of their wickedness,
their rebellious pride, and their idolatrous ways.
But if they persist along their existing course – with Rick Warren, Benny Hinn, Peter
Wagner, Brian McLaren, and the rest; with the shamans, gurus and witch-doctors who
call themselves Christian leaders; with their signs-and-wonders, word-faith, social
transformation gospel; with their meditative, contemplative, visualized, psychologized
religion – then the hammer will fall with horrifying force and change everything
forever.
Is that what you want, America? If not then wake up to the evil in your midst and
repent.

_________________
Jeremy James
Ireland
May 21, 2013

__________________________________
For more information about the coming
New World Order and the Illuminati Plan
to destroy true Biblical Christianity, visit
www.zephaniah.eu
__________________________________
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APPENDIX A

Extract from A Trip into the Supernatural (1982) by Roger Morneau
This extract deals with the convention of fallen angels held in the early 18th century to
devise a plan to completely enslave mankind. In the following paragraphs, the three
main strategies devised by Satan are described:
“The first part would be to convince human beings that Satan and his
angels did not really exist.
“The second part sought to obtain total control over people by introducing
hypnotism as a new and beneficial science. Men of great learning,” the
priest explained, “would, under the direction of friendly spirits, perpetuate
the doctrine of the immortal soul by causing people under their hypnotic
spell to supposedly regress in time to former lives. Such individuals would
vividly describe historical events that they otherwise knew nothing about
when not in a trance.
“And to add power to the deception,” the spiritist priest continued...“at
times the spirits would cause the hypnotized person to speak fluently a
foreign language he or she had not previously known. This would help
Satan de-Christianize the Western world through the avenue of mysticism.
The third part of Satan's plan would destroy the Bible without actually
doing away with it. Satan would drive the thought of God out of the minds
of millions through the theory of evolution.”
The priest claimed that Satan had selected individuals of great intellect to
advance his plan. “He chose an Austrian physician named Franz Mesmer
to transform hypnotism from a plaything of the occult into a new science.
Mesmer originated a theory called animal magnetism. Spirits led him to
believe that a mysterious fluid penetrates the human body and allows
certain persons to have a powerful influence over others.
“By the time he died in 1815 hypnotism as an anesthetic had begun to
acquire an aura of respectability among many European physicians. They
discovered that their medical practice now seemed more effective than
ever before.”
Pausing, a big smile on his face, the priest added. “They had no idea that
they were actually being energized by friendly spirits.
“Satan's plan to destroy the Bible without actually getting rid of it has to
be the most clever thing I have ever heard of,” he laughed. “Charles
Darwin, born in 1809, and Thomas Henry Huxley, born in 1825, both
came under the influence of spirits at an early age because medical doctors
used hypnotism as a form of anesthetic.
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“The spirits decided that when the two children became adults, they would
be the instruments to advance the religion that we know as the theory of
evolution. By tying it in with the scientific revolution breaking across the
world most people would never even recognize that it was a religion – a
religion that crossed all denominational boundaries and even caught up the
nonreligious.
To my shock and amazement, the priest then claimed that “the spirits
consider anyone who teaches the theory of evolution to be a minister of
that great religious system and the individual will receive a special unction
from Satan himself. Satan gives him great power to induce spiritual
blindness, to convince, and to convert. In fact, he holds such people in
such high regard that he assigns a special retinue of angels to accompany
him or her all his or her life. It is the greatest honor that Satan can bestow
upon a person in the presence of the galaxy.”
The priest explained that Satan and his counselors had concluded that they
could use the theory of evolution to destroy the very foundation of the
Bible. “They could turn it against the Creation week, the Fall, and the plan
of redemption. The stakes were so high here that the spirits tell us that
Satan himself tutored Charles Darwin in setting up the principles of his
scientific concepts.”
With obvious pride the priest next explained how spirits can take a person
of seemingly no importance and elevate him or her to positions of honor
and respect. This person's name can even become immortal. “A good
example,” he said, “is Thomas Henry Huxley, who, until the spirits
intervened, was nothing more than a surgeon in the British navy. They
enabled him to become famous as a zoologist, lecturer, and writer. He
accomplished marvels in making Darwin's theory acceptable to the public
even though he introduced the idea that man is a descendant of apes.
“Having once been a Catholic priest,” our guide concluded, “I say that it is
impossible for someone to believe in the biblical Creation week, the Fall,
and the plan of redemption, and at the same time hold to evolution. Such a
hodgepodge of ideas has to be the greatest form of blasphemy known to
the Creator.” (By the way. I should mention that this society of spiritists
never referred to God as such, but always to the Creator. They spoke only
of Satan and his angels as gods.)
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